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would be a constant factor over the course of the experiment and hence could not 144 account for activation differences between stimulation and baseline trials. Therefore, 145
we believe that the current design introduces no major limitations with respect to the 146 interpretation of the results. 147
Visual Object Motion Localizer 148
Area PIC is primarily characterized by its pronounced responsiveness to visual Sunaert et al. 1999) . The probability of self-motion 174 sensations in the current localizer was minimized by switching coherent motion 175 directions every second. During debriefing after scanning, none of our participants 176 reported sensations of self motion during the localizer scan. 177
Scanning Parameters 178
Magnetic-resonance imaging was conducted with a 3-Tesla Allegra head-only 179 scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany), using a single-channel head coil. Functional 180 imaging data were collected with a T2*-weighted echoplanar imaging sequence 181 covering the region surrounding the Sylvian fissure (Figure 2a Since both localizer scans involved standard AB-block designs with partially 212 predictable stimulus presentations (because stimulation A was always followed by 213 baseline B), one might wonder about any effects related to stimulus order (for 214 instance, as revealed by a comparison of early vs. late presentations). However, when 215 parameter contrasts (stimulation minus baseline) were computed separately for the 216 first and second half of each run and compared, there were no significant differences. 217
It is therefore unlikely that stimulus order had an influence on activations reported 218
below. 219
Random-effects group-analyses were performed for the visual object motion 220 
1999). 227
In order to avoid circularity, region-specific blood oxygenation dependent 228 (BOLD) percent-signal change activations were only computed in the localizer that 229
was not used for definition of PIC and PIVC. That is, BOLD percent-signal change 230 was only computed for PIC in the vestibular localizer and for PIVC in the object 231 motion localizer. Therefore, for each voxel in PIC and PIVC beta-estimates for 232 regressors of interest in the GLM were converted to BOLD percent-signal change 233 (referenced to implicit baseline) and pooled across left and right hemisphere voxels, 234 or across voxels in the hemisphere where the region could be defined (see below). 235
Activity, based on these average scores, was then contrasted between conditions-of-236 interest using paired-sample t-tests. For the analysis of activity differences due to the 237 side where hot and cold caloric stimulations occurred (hot left -cold right and vice 238 versa), PIC and PIVC were analyzed separately for left and right hemispheres. This 239 was necessary in order to preserve information about the side of stimulation in each 240
region (either hot ipsilateral and cold contralateral or vice versa). 241

Regions-of-Interest 242
Regions-of-Interest (ROIs) were defined on each participant's inflated cortical 243 surfaces at a false-discovery-rate ( participants PIC could only be defined in one hemisphere. 247
In the majority of participants activations in the object motion localizer were 248 distributed across two or more separate patches in the posterior Sylvian fissure. These 249 patches could be grouped into an anterior and a posterior cluster (see Figure 2b for 250 two example participants, and Figure 3b for a similar pattern in the group-analysis). 251
Anterior and posterior PIC clusters were evident in 10 out of 15 participants for the 252 left hemisphere and in 12/15 participants for the right hemisphere. We did not observe 253 any functional differences between anterior and posterior PIC in the univariate and 254 multivariate analyses and therefore report results on PIC combined across clusters. 255
Center coordinates (based on the random-effects group-analysis, see Figure 3b analysis motion-corrected and unsmoothed fMRI data were analyzed following the 284 GLM-approach described above, however each caloric stimulation trial was modelled 285 with a separate regressor. The resulting beta-estimates (each representing activation in 286 a different caloric stimulation trial) were then combined into a time-series and z-287 scored separately for trials in run 1 and run 2, in order to remove any left-over run-288 related variance. After this preprocessing, data were analyzed with a standard linear 289 support vector machine. We performed a two-way classification for fMRI patterns 290 representing on which side hot and cold caloric stimulation occurred (hot left and coldfor classification accuracy was 50%. The classifier was first trained on all except one 293 trial and then a prediction about the condition associated with the fMRI-pattern of the 294 left-out trial was made. The prediction could either be correct or incorrect. This 295 procedure was reiterated until each trial had served as left-out trial and the sum of 296 correct predictions, across trials, was divided by the total number of trials in order to 297 compute average classification accuracy (in percentage correct). This was done for 298 each participant and ROI. 299
For statistical assessment, we employed permutation tests (following Stelzer et 300 al. 2013). Therefore, for each participant and ROI, condition labels were randomly 301 permuted across trials and classified as described above. This procedure was repeated 302 1000x, resulting in a chance distribution of classification accuracy for each 303 participant. A chance distribution on the group-level was computed by randomly 304 drawing (with replacement) a classification result from each participant's 1000 305 iterations that were then averaged across participants. This was repeated 10 5 x, 306 resulting in a chance distribution of classification accuracy across participants for 307 each ROI. Classification performance using correct condition labels with a probability 308 that exceeded 95% of the chance distribution was considered significant (p < 0.05). In this study, two areas in the region of the posterior Sylvian fissure, referred 378 to as PIC and PIVC, were examined in the same participants using vestibular and 379 visual stimuli. The results point to similarities between PIC and PIVC, as both areas 380 respond to caloric stimulation. However, there were also differences: the activation 381 pattern of PIVC in the right hemisphere represented on which side hot and cold 382 stimulation occurred, whereas the activation pattern of PIC did not exhibit this 383 differential information. During visual object motion activity in PIVC was suppressed 384 and in PIC increased. PIC, even if referred to as "posterior insular cortex", was 385 located in the posterior Sylvian fissure, and at a more posterior site than PIVC. In the 386 majority of cases, PIC was split across separate anterior and posterior clusters. fissure of the left hemisphere. In our study, using object motion localizer data from 86 456 participants, we were able to identify PIC in a group-analysis in each hemisphere.
anterior and posterior PIC clusters. Future studies, employing richer stimulus sets, 463 might further examine whether the putative separation and functional differences 464 between anterior and posterior PIC exist, in particular with respect to the processing 465 of visual object motion cues with and without accompanying self-motion sensations. 466
In conclusion, we find evidence that PIVC and PIC are both part of the 467 vestibular network in the Sylvian fissure, but exhibit different functional 468 specialization. Together with different anatomical locations, PIVC and PIC should 469 therefore be considered separate areas. Overall, our results suggest the existence of a 470 more complex organization at the putative core of human vestibular cortex than 471 previously assumed. 
